Translation Acknowledgments

The following acknowledgments and attributions to Carnegie Mellon University and its Software Engineering Institute must accompany any stand-alone use of the Translation:

- This non-SEI-sanctioned translation of [portions of] “[title]” [by {Authors}], [report numbers] (c) 19__ Carnegie Mellon University, was prepared by [insert name of organization] under license from the Software Engineering Institute of Carnegie Mellon University.

- Neither Carnegie Mellon University nor its Software Engineering Institute directly or indirectly endorse this non-SEI-sanctioned translation. Accuracy and interpretation of this translation are the responsibility of [insert name of organization]. Neither Carnegie Mellon University nor its Software Engineering Institute has participated in the creation of this translation.

- ANY MATERIAL OF CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND/OR ITS SOFTWARE ENGINEERING INSTITUTE CONTAINED HEREIN IS FURNISHED ON AN “AS-IS” BASIS. CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY MAKES NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AS TO ANY MATTER INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR PURPOSE OR MERCHANTABILITY, EXCLUSIVITY, OR RESULTS OBTAINED FROM USE OF THE MATERIAL. CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DOES NOT MAKE ANY WARRANTY OF ANY KIND WITH RESPECT TO FREEDOM FROM PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT.

- [List all trademarks contained in the titles of the Materials] is a registered trademark of Carnegie Mellon University.